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A Kashmiri Rosary Vendor
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English translation:
Rosary Vendor: I hail from Mian Hafiz. My age is 108 years. I’ve been doing this work,
of selling rosaries, for 80 years now…
Interviewer [astonished]: 80?
Rosary Vendor: It’s been 80 years now. I did (this work) in Karachi, in Mecca, in
Medina, after that in Karachi (again), and since then I’ve been in Muzzafarabad for ten

years. Thanks to Allah because it’s Allah who gives me my income. I have girls… also
have orphan girls, those who had parents. I don’t have any son, but have one daughter.
One of my daughters died (in) Karachi. She has three children. (Besides that) I have a
daughter. And because (of her) Allah gives me (nourishment) from home, gives me a
better understanding, and gives me bread from home. I earn through respectable means
and eat through respectable means. And with the children I have… the girls attend to me
(take care of every need), and I do the same for them. Anything else?
Interviewer: And what else do you have?
Rosary Vendor: I have rosaries. (They are) from China, from Japan, from Pakistan, Saudi
Arabia, Iraq. Some are from Islamic countries and others from non-Muslim countries.
The work is by Muslims (though). They come from non-Muslim countries, but the work
is done by Muslims there. There are Muslim factories that send them here. In Japan there
is a factory for rosaries called “Muhammad and Abdullah.” They make all kinds of
rosaries and send them to Karachi, to Pakistan, abroad.
Interviewer: Are you a native of Kashmir?
Rosary Vendor: Yes, I am, indeed, a resident of Kashmir. Bala [unclear] Mian Hafiz.
Interviewer: And have you ever been to Karachi?
Rosary Vendor: Now it’s going to be the eleventh year since I came here from Karachi.
[turns to someone else and says]: Move back.
[then continues]: It’s the eleventh year since I returned from Karachi.
Second Interviewer: And so is the money you get, for the kids, is it enough…?
Rosary Vendor [has problems hearing at this point]: (Why don’t you) come in front.
Second Interviewer: The money you get …?
Rosary Vendor: With the money that God gives me, from the rosaries that he gives me, I
take some groceries for them to eat and drink from.
Second Interviewer: Is there anything else you want to say? Any message?
Rosary Vendor: What message should I give? My message God hears, so I just give it to
him. There is no gain from giving messages to human beings; it’s when you give it to
God that you gain. He is the Giver.
[Customer asks question]. Then take it, my child.

Customer: (I want) …a good one. You tell me yourself, which is a good one.
Rosary Vendor: Oh my (lord), everyone knows that there is misvaak 1and tasbihs
(rosaries).
Second Interviewer: So the people who work hard do they …?
Rosary Vendor (to customer): Then take it, my child.
Second Interviewer: So the small children, do they work or don’t they?
Rosary Vendor: I don’t have any children who can work. I only have girls.
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